41 mm (1.62") FLEX COUPLING

FLOW MONITORING SENSOR

61 mm (1.52") FLEX COUPLING

Dé-scaling solution

Filling Cap

Pump Suction

Auto vent valve

Pressure safety switch

DRAIN VALVE

Sea chest

OPTIONAL 3RD GENERATOR

GENERATOR 1

GENERATOR 2

DE-SCALING SOLUTION

FILLING CAP

FLOW MONITORING SENSOR

61 mm (1.52") FLEX COUPLING

PUMP SUCTION

AUTO VENT BALL VALVE

PRESSURE SAFETY SWITCH

¾" NPT (M)

TO SEAO TANK

OPTIONAL REMOTE PANEL

MAIN SWITCHBOARD

CT

BOAT LOAD

BOAT LOAD

INLET SEA CHEST

Optional remote panel

*Auxiliaries:
Remote loadbank enable/disable signal
Remote loadbank fault relay
Signal for GenSet 3 menu (software adder) optional
Current transformer CT1
Current transformer CT2
Remote manual override panel (optional)

* Typical pipe & wiring circuit

LSMC Series Marine load banks
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